1. Inside the Queensland Parliament

Before Queensland was established as a separate colony in 1859 ‘separationist settlers’ in the Moreton Bay region had pushed for independence and self-rule. Ideas about self-government and the establishment of a local parliamentary democracy were important inspirations in the formation of colonial Queensland. Early settlers in the territory then known as ‘Northern Australia’, the ‘Northern Districts’ or ‘Cooksland’ showed a strong preference for separation from Sydney and New South Wales and campaigned vigorously for recognition as a new colony. Although nine representatives from the Moreton region sat in the NSW Assembly, separation from the ‘tightly-drawn’ strings of New South Wales became the subject of much local political activity and petitioning to the monarch after 1856 (Pugh 1859). The desire to create a local parliament was not, however, just a philosophical commitment to regional democracy and self-rule. Rather, it reflected an economic desire to manage their own interests, attract additional settlers and develop the northern lands themselves without waiting for the NSW governors to determine their fate. And, the emerging colonial political leaders were prepared to take on the risk of forming a new colony. They knew they would have to make a substantial material commitment over time and impose a major financial burden on the new colony to establish its embryonic political institutions. They also had to inherit a large public debt of some £20 000 as part of separation—the so-called ‘Moreton Bay Debt’, which was transferred from New South Wales to Queensland.

Although the issue of forming a further colony in northern Australia had been as contentious in London as it was in New South Wales, Queen Victoria signed the Letters Patent establishing ‘Queensland’ as a new colony in June 1859. She had apparently chosen the name herself, preferring ‘Her own Royal Title’ to any other contenders such as ‘Cooksland’. The first Governor, George Bowen, and his Colonial Secretary, Robert Herbert, then immediately set about exploring and developing the colony and planning the bicameral political system. A series of government public works was commissioned for the new colony with the priorities of construction reflecting the formal status of the day. First, the Governor was to be suitably housed in a splendid mansion alongside the Brisbane River, then the parliamentarians provided with two adjoining chambers. The Colonial Treasury and other government administrative offices were to complete the parliamentary compound in one interconnected building. This early desire for the institutions of self-government, however, almost drove the new colony bankrupt.
For a colony to be granted its own parliament and attendant institutions meant it had achieved political or strategic significance and was considered able to manage its own affairs. The main arguments for Britain granting self-government related to prevailing colonial development policies, local settlement patterns, the need for regional administration and military considerations. Britain was also anxious to ensure that the plethora of new colonies it was establishing would not be a drain on the Crown. Colonies were meant to be administratively self-financing and yet conducive to private enterprise. From the outset, self-government in Queensland was not premised on high democratic ideals of building a new political system or a more humane, tolerant society. It was also not based on political, religious or cultural differences or the desire to establish a more liberal ‘paradise of dissent’ as found in other colonies (see Pike 1967). Indeed, early attempts to establish Moreton Bay as a Protestant enclave (as J. D. Lang had attempted in 1849) were decidedly illiberal. There is scant evidence early Queenslanders were inspired by the liberating potential of the ‘rights of man’ or by the tolerance associated with a society based on ‘civic humanism’. Rather, self-government was anchored on territorial identity, consociational values and geographical distance. Responsible and representative government were not symbolic of a commitment to democratic citizenship but to the incorporation of another colony of British ‘subjects’ into the unfolding Empire. And early notions of representation were based on producer representation rather than popular democracy. A parliamentary system was needed to attract and hold intending settlers and sustain settlement in the longer term. Queensland’s Parliament, thus, began as an extension of a business venture, designed to facilitate investment and spur development in the new colony—a role it has maintained even to this day (see Government of Queensland 1909:Pt 1).

The Queensland Parliament was also intended to be a symbol of sovereign power in Queensland. Parliament would provide regional authority and recognition of the special needs of a largely tropical colony. The buildings housing the Parliament were to reflect this vision of confidence and authority. Housing a colonial and later state parliament, Queensland’s Parliament House was planned as an impressive and distinctive edifice that would provide the society with a sense of legacy. The gracious structure was meant to convey confidence in the colony/state and the integrity of public office and public service. Here was a sign of wealth, prosperity and pioneering ambition. It was, however, also a sign of imperial values, colonialism and derivative styles; it served as a foundation stone of a largely Anglo-Irish-Scottish society within which many sections of the wider society were invisible, such as Indigenous and Islander peoples or the Kanaka cane workers. (Interestingly, because of the property qualification used as the basis of the state’s electoral roll, a small number of Aborigines enjoyed the right to vote in colonial times, particularly in the 1880s and 1890s.)
Queensland’s Parliament was and remains a blend of contradictions. It is part imperial, part colonial; part deferential yet often robust and defiant; sometimes exceedingly proper and rigid and at other times lax and rough and ready; pretentious and at times elitist but also with a streak of Antipodean egalitarianism. Anthony Trollope judged Queensland to be among the better colonial parliaments in the 1870s. Writing of his Australian and New Zealand experiences, the British novelist said: ‘the Queensland Assembly has not been distinguished for rowdiness among colonial parliaments, and has held up its head, and done its work, and attained respect without which a parliament must be worthless’ (Trollope 1873). Others though could be less kind—describing it as ‘the wailing wall’ that ‘transacted its business at a very leisurely pace [and] for about half the year it lay empty’ (Moles 1979:154–5). Throughout its history, the Queensland Parliament has served as an adversarial forum and a congenial club for members—certainly displaying the attributes until very recently of a ‘gentleman’s club’, comprising white, elderly males who developed an institutional camaraderie or mateship—still often demonstrated by retired members in the Former Members’ Association. It was also a parliament in which rural and urban and Protestant and Catholic denominations were regularly represented at the most senior levels.

Queensland has traditionally shown pride in its parliamentary heritage, if mainly out of habit or parochialism. From colonial times, parliaments were never intended to be governments, merely to enable governments to be formed. Indeed, the Constitution required it to meet but once a year, implying it was important that the assembly of representatives met but that it was not itself the standing government. Parliament was in effect an electoral college, choosing the government of the day, and a debating, grievance and scrutineering body. Restricted manhood suffrage was sufficient to ensure commitment to the polity—but not a model of democratic expression. From 1860, only domicile males over twenty-one years of age (and principally British) meeting property and residential requirements were entitled to vote, and this excluded itinerant workers, many labourers and ‘wandering beggars’. Women were allowed to vote after 1905. In the first 50 years of self-rule, Queensland operated as a ‘squatter democracy’. Various electoral devices were used to sustain elite patterns of representation (such as plural voting, giving landowners with multiple properties two or more votes, multi-member constituencies in which only the wealthy could nominate for election and first-past-the-post voting), until compulsory registration and compulsory voting were introduced in 1914 (for the 1915 election; see Campbell 1995). After that, the mechanics of the voting system, the adjustment of boundaries and the declaration of malapportioned ‘zones’ all became part of the accepted political spoils of office. Accordingly, electoral arrangements generally confirmed the survival of political regimes and incumbents rather than scrutinised governments or refreshed parliaments with
new blood (the two exceptions were the election of the radical Ryan government in 1915 and the significant renewal of the Parliament in 1989 with the incoming Goss government).

After Federation in 1901, state parliament was often relegated to performing perfunctory roles for powerful premiers and their state governments. Elsewhere in Australia, the standing of the Queensland Parliament as an institution was sometimes questioned, often treated with a degree of scepticism and occasionally the object of ridicule or the butt of jokes (see Chapter 15). A former Deputy Clerk of the Parliament admitted that the ‘Queensland Parliament was not held in high esteem’ throughout Australia and another political commentator, Peter Coaldrake (1989:66), stated that the ‘appallingly lame condition of the Queensland parliament in terms of its ability to secure accountability is not entirely surprising’. Commonwealth colleagues tend to pay scant regard to state parliaments, some holding the view that the state chambers ‘are not real parliaments’—implying that parliamentary sovereignty has passed solely to the Australian Parliament. For those who identify more with the states and support states’ rights, these comments could be considered patronising or misguided. Outside views nevertheless inject another perspective: the Queensland Parliament has not generally been regarded throughout the twentieth century as a particularly diligent institution that has stood steadfastly for parliamentary sovereignty and maintained its own integrity. Beyond the Queensland borders, there is usually an appreciative recognition of the significance of the state government as a strong developer and regional administrator, but far less of the Queensland Parliament as a vibrant legislature making a contribution to Australian democracy.

The parliamentary buildings: colonial ambitions for a ‘noble palace’

The first Queensland Parliament met on 22 May 1860 in temporary accommodation in the Old Convict Barracks situated at the upper end of Queen Street in the centre of Brisbane. Along with the Governor, the first colonial Parliament consisted of 26 elected members of the Legislative Assembly and 15 appointed members of the Legislative Council. The councillors were to be the equivalent of a board of directors consisting of investors and notables—and were originally intended to number 14, but Governor Bowen appointed four from Sydney and a further 11 from Brisbane (making 15 in total). At that time, the colony contained only 23 520 people (a ratio of population per representative of about 1500) and 4790 electors (giving a ratio of one representative to only 320 voters). The new Parliament immediately decided to build suitable accommodation for
the Governor just beyond the city centre along the river, adjacent to the present city Botanic Gardens.¹ The impressive two-storey Government House, complete with a large bay porch, was built between 1860 and 1862 and served as the residence of the Governor until a new Government House, ‘Fernberg’ at Bardon, was acquired by the Kidston government (initially through a lease arrangement in 1910 and then purchased the next year).

From the outset, the Parliament was intended and designed as a bicameral legislature. Construction of a new parliament building, on a conspicuous site in ‘Queen’s Park’ (now the Botanic Gardens) south-west of George Street, began in earnest in 1864. Initial planning had been undertaken in 1863 by a parliamentary commission comprising equal numbers from both houses, and their preferred site on the river at the southernmost end of Brisbane was chosen to minimise the likelihood of fire and to be away from the hustle and bustle of the city. The commissioners called for a competition to design the structure of the new Parliament but received only four entries. Dissatisfied with progress and after delays and disagreements, the commission was abolished by the government (or in the vernacular of the day ‘done away with’; *QPD* 1868:vol. 6, p. 612). So, from the start, the new Parliament was provided and supervised by executive government. Well before the first wing was completed, the new ‘Parliament Houses’ were the subject of controversy between members and the executive over the plans, unsatisfactory architecture, the unreliability of construction firms, slow completion, cost overruns, overdrawn accounts, extravagance and accommodation problems (and some of these concerns have percolated throughout its history). The front wing with the two chambers was sufficiently completed by 4 August 1868, when the delayed second session of the third Parliament was opened by the administrator or ‘Acting Governor’, Colonel Maurice O’Connell. Despite piles of debris, O’Connell, in opening the Parliament, described the ‘noble’ building as a ‘future palace of the Legislature’ (*QPD* 1868:vol. 7, p. 1).

The early intention of the planners was to design the parliamentary and government buildings around a quadrangle featuring an enclosed courtyard and internal verandas. With Government House located a short distance across the gardens, this hub would form part of a government precinct at the southern end of the city. The legislative wing containing two chambers of equal size would face north-east towards the Botanic Gardens, while parliamentary and ‘public offices’ were to occupy the south-eastern and north-western connecting arms (see the original plan of the New Houses of Parliament and Public Offices). A ‘porte-cochere’ was to have graced the main entrance but was dispensed with due

¹ The Governor had previously resided at the Government Resident’s House at Newstead, which had been used to accommodate the ‘government’s resident’ before self-rule and occasionally the NSW Governor when he was visiting the Moreton Bay settlement.
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to costs (and then eventually added in the restoration of 1979–82; see Chapter 11). The main entrance provided access to both chambers and the parliamentary library via a ‘grand staircase’ decorated with stained-glass portraits of Queen Victoria, Prince Edward (later King Edward VII) and Princess Alexandra. Across the southern river-side of the building, the ‘Colonial Treasurer’s Department’ was to be located—ostensibly because it was felt that those with most need to be near the parliamentarians ought to be physically adjacent. Yet in conceiving such an integrated design, the colonial administrators already showed great difficulty separating the functions of parliament from those of the executive and colonial administration.

The plans for the Queensland Parliament envisaged a completed quadrangle structure operating as a composite whole. Conscious of the expense, however, the government was obliged to build it in stages. The architect of the original building and winner of the competition, Charles Tiffin, set out to combine a French renaissance style with inspiration from ‘revival classicism’ and some arcading concessions to the subtropical climate. The ribbed-zinc (and later copper) roof resembled the Louvre in Paris, open colonnades (added in 1880) graced the front wing underneath the chambers and external verandas surrounded the inner first floor alongside the chambers, offices and dining areas. Indeed, one of the early problems with the building was the glare and lack of shade, and since that time external windows have been bedecked with heavy internal blinds and shades.\(^2\) The masonry of the old wing was crafted from Goodna sandstone possessing a slightly pinkish hue. In elevation, the three-storey walls reflected a colonial utilitarianism or military barrack style with an eye to regency simplicity (some of which could have emerged in the process of construction as some of the masons were recruited immediately after building jail walls). Ornate wrought-iron apex embellishments crowned the roof ridges of the main chambers, adding to the grandeur of the four domed roofs against the skyline.

The grand intentions of the planners were, however, compromised before even the first wing was complete. The cost escalations and economic recessions curtailed ambitions and the more elaborate features of the building were jettisoned. The architect was recalled and told to modify the project and a second firm of builders (John Petrie) was contracted to finish the first wing. With the north-eastern wing unfinished, the three other wings were cancelled.

\(^2\) Members frequently complained of the heat inside the Chamber—especially when combined with the traditional standards of dress inherited largely from the British Parliament. In the decades before airconditioning, the fishbowl-like Chamber produced conditions that were at times stifling in Brisbane’s subtropical heat. It was not unusual for members to complain about the dress code. For instance, John Herbert (Lib., Sherwood) argued Queensland parliamentarians ‘cling to the dress worn by our forefathers who came from countries where there was snow on the ground’; he also suggested, ‘if members of Parliament made a move on dress reform in Queensland, I am sure that thousands of perspiring citizens would be happy to follow suit’ (QPD 1957:vol. 218, p. 592).
A north-western wing of ministerial and member offices and dining facilities was added in 1891 as finances permitted, and thereafter the remaining features of the ‘Tiffin concept’ were abandoned entirely. Federation diverted some of the need for the further expansion of state parliaments, and by that time other public works had moved the main government precinct further down George Street as far as Adelaide Street.

Additions to the parliamentary buildings occurred occasionally over the years, at one time adding a provedore’s (caretaker’s) cottage and separate refreshment rooms—both located on the rear lawns. These were later removed while catering facilities for staff and visitors were incorporated into other plans. Perhaps the most intriguing addition to the old house was the construction of an external stone stairwell behind the legislative council chamber at the back of the northern wing. The spiral stairway connects a ground floor office past the council chamber to the president’s gallery on the second floor, apparently serving no official functional purpose. An apocryphal story has it that the stairwell was built so that one of the councillors (perhaps even a president of the council) could receive his mistress from the public gallery without her being seen or stopped. This appears unlikely to have been the real reason.

As the number of parliamentarians rose roughly commensurate with the size of the state’s population, office accommodation for members in Parliament House became an issue. The number of members increased from 62 in 1947 to 75 throughout the 1950s, to 78 in the 1960s and 82 after 1972. Overcrowding in Parliament House became a major concern in the 1950s with sometimes up to 15 members sharing the same office (in the early 1950s), which had only a few chairs, a couple of desks and one phone. Before the parliamentary annexe building was completed in 1979, members frequently shared offices, with six to eight backbenchers occupying one room with access to a single secretary. Many former backbench members retain vivid recollections of the overcrowding that existed but also the camaraderie it encouraged. They frequently criticised the accommodation in the old house as akin to an overcrowded ‘rabbit warren’. The old library consisted of just two rooms sandwiched between the two chambers—and, to store papers, a storage cavity was opened up in the Louvre-style roof.

The buildings of the parliamentary complex eventually became fashioned into a quadrangle consisting of old and new sections. The quadrangle was completed in 1979 by the juxtaposition of a modern 24-storey parliamentary annexe to fully accommodate members. The new complex was designed by the State Works Department and the Parliamentary Building Committee and constructed by Watkins Limited during 1975–79. Built of reinforced concrete clad with

---

3 Before the annexe was built, non-Brisbane members stayed at the famous Bellevue Hotel across from the Parliament on Alice Street, until it was controversially demolished in 1979.
pebble-dashed concrete panels, the annexe tower contains the members’ private offices, includes 78 flats for non-city members (the only Australian parliament, and one of the few in the world, with substantial accommodation on site), plus ministerial suites above the eighteenth floor. Additional lounges and dining rooms together with a swimming pool, squash court and gym were built for the convenience of members. A new and far more spacious parliamentary library was included in the annexe along with facilities for the Speaker, political parties and eventually accommodation for the secretariats of the parliamentary committees. A conference hall designed in modern style but retaining the traditional horseshoe debating form was included in the design and was used as a temporary assembly chamber while restoration of the old house was undertaken. Although great thought and attention had gone into the design of the annexe to suit members’ needs, a major design fault was soon discovered. The planners had overlooked the need for members to proceed quickly to the Chamber when division bells were ringing and allowed for only one lift well (two lifts) to service the 24 floors; consequently many members, especially the infirm, could not make it with ease from their offices/flats to the Chamber to vote. In recognition of this oversight, the lifts have been reserved for members only when division bells are ringing and the time allowed to reach the Chamber for divisions was increased from two to four minutes in 1983 under the Standing Rules and Orders. Even so, when numbers in the House were tight (as they were in the late 1980s and mid-1990s), government members were sometimes ‘banned’ from going above the seventh floor of the annexe to ensure their attendance at divisions.

Parliament House still appears from the outside as a palatial building, basking in the subtropical sun behind jacarandas and palm trees. The original building, colloquially known as the ‘old House’, was fully restored (1979–82) following an outbreak of West Indian drywood termites and years of deterioration. The parliamentary complex, however, once a principal landmark overlooking the river, is now squeezed from all sides by modern city structures. On the south-western side, Parliament House abuts a traffic-choked, six-lane freeway suspended over the river. To the north-west, Alice Street is a major thoroughfare dividing Parliament House from the sprawling government works offices. And to the south-east, the encroaching hotchpotch of buildings of the Queensland University of Technology dominates the scene and magnifies the congestion. Only the north-eastern side retains the sanctity of the original conception, where the main foyer overlooks a courtyard containing the state’s emblem leading towards the city Botanic Gardens.
Within Parliament House

The original ‘old House’ contains the two legislative chambers—both rectangular and equal in size. The dark-green Legislative Assembly chamber was spacious when the number of members was fewer (initially accommodating 26 in 1862 and increased to 32 in 1868, but then climbing to 82 members after 1971). Since 1985, the Legislative Assembly has consisted of 89 members and they still deliberate under an old Moreton Bay colony clock located over the bar of the House. The state’s coat of arms, hand-crafted in local timber, resides over the Speaker’s chair in the Assembly. Tiffin had originally proposed that a sculptured sheep’s head should grace the Speaker’s chair in recognition of the colony’s main primary industry, but this proposal was not adopted lest the Speaker was ridiculed as a ‘mutton-head’.

The layout of the Chamber has changed considerably over the years. Whereas debate once took place over central tables dividing two rows of elevated open benches on each side, the Chamber more recently is structured around a U-shape away from the Speaker’s chair with members allocated in benches of threes each with individual desks and microphones. Members address the House from their own seat, not from a central rostrum, and can request a lectern stand for their notes. Although the effect from across the floor is like a goldfish bowl, the spectacle from the second-floor public gallery is often disappointing, with few seats offering a complete view of proceedings. Internal television cameras monitor debates and proceedings but must continually scan the benches to provide coverage. When filled, the Chamber provides an intense battleground: a combative debating forum in the best tradition of adversarial Westminster politics. Although critics often claim that Australian lower-house chambers resemble ‘bearpits’, the atmosphere of the Queensland Legislative Assembly has a special quality often lost in more spacious or less combative legislatures.

This live atmosphere is not necessarily evident from reading past parliamentary debates in *Hansard*, the daily record of parliamentary debates. Under *Standing Orders* (the rules of the Parliament), members were once not permitted to read written speeches out aloud (although sometimes this was not enforced and members still read their speeches verbatim). Members, speaking from notes or from memory in the House, are, however, in danger of rambling or meandering, losing coherence, becoming repetitious or generally stumbling along. Their speeches might be delivered while a rowdy argument is raging in the Chamber, where the person speaking often becomes sidetracked by interjections and

---

4 The clock in the Assembly (and a duplicate one in the former council chamber) was made by Baynes of London. It carries the inscription ‘London and Moreton Bay’—the latter the name of the Brisbane district in the convict period. The clocks were originally located either side of the flogging posts outside the Queen Street prison barracks.
catcalls. Some speeches might be intensely passionate if not always grammatical. In a state once not known for its educational prowess, many members often displayed major problems with syntax or expressed their ideas unclearly. Yet, the assiduous parliamentary reporting staff usually took great pains to ensure that the contributions of members were clear and meaningful for the historical record (although their professional ethics prevented them from changing the meaning of anything expressed in the Chamber). Nonetheless, as a historical record, *Hansard* does give a somewhat sanitised impression of the character of real debates.

Across from the Assembly lies the old Legislative Council chamber resplendent in its gold and crimson oak-leaf decor. The council chamber has enjoyed better days, although it is still perhaps the most impressively decorated room in the Parliament (since its refurbishment). The chamber now boasts a commanding pair of Waterford Irish crystal chandeliers suspended from an ornate gold-leafed ceiling (replacing an old gas light). The president’s chair, situated under the royal coat of arms, was a personal gift to the colony from Queen Victoria, who had named and commissioned the colony with Letters Patent in 1859. Since the Legislative Council was abolished in March 1922, the council chamber is rarely employed for formal occasions. The Governor opens each session of parliament from the council chamber, and recently some parliamentary committees have held hearings there (including occasional Commonwealth parliamentary committees when hearings take place in Brisbane). Joint–party meetings of the Country and Liberal Parties were also once held there. Since 1994, parliamentary estimates committees have begun to quiz ministers and departmental staff in the Chamber. The council chamber is, however, more regularly used for parliamentary social and ceremonial functions and for informal gatherings, including various events organised by voluntary associations and community groups, speech nights, fashion shows, school visits and guided tours, and an occasional television debate. Some members have also been known to use it for a quiet repose or as a place to relax if ‘tired and emotional’ during late-night sessions of the Assembly—some attracting the odium of party whips and leaders if they miss crucial divisions. Paradoxically, the council chamber could be used more frequently even than the working assembly.

As a unicameral institution, Parliament House is really used by government only when the Parliament is sitting—on average about 60 days a year (see *Votes and Proceedings*; Coaldrake 1989:65–6, 173 for a historical table of sitting days recorded). Ministers and whips have personal offices adjacent to the chambers (on the north-western side) but use these facilities only when the Parliament is sitting (and they are overcrowded by advisers and support staff when occupied). The rest of the time these facilities are rarely used. Queensland ministers all have plush ministerial offices in their own departments and do not need to
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attend the Parliament outside sitting times. The Speaker has an office in the ‘old House’ and personal quarters in the annexe—and with the assistance of support staff, maintains a continual schedule of official engagements and duties. When the Parliament is in session, the political parties tend to hold caucus or party meetings in the building (often at the beginning of each sitting week), and opposition parties usually tend to enjoy accommodation in the parliamentary annexe throughout the year. The standard of accommodation and the number of staff provided by the government to opposition parties have been a contentious grievance in the Queensland Parliament for some decades (see The Commission 1991:R6).

New members used to receive a brief induction from officers of the Parliament (the Clerk, committee secretaries, the education and protocol office, administration and the library staff) but after that were left to their own devices. One former member once quipped that the whips ‘showed them where the dunnies were and left them alone’. Since 1998, a comprehensive new members’ induction program, now running over three days, has been provided. The Parliamentary Library offers a personalised service to members and provides research assistance on a confidential basis including reference help, assistance with speeches and collection of statistics and background information. The library also conducts its own research and produces reports and occasional publications. Some members make arduous demands on the library; others do not and rarely venture in. Since the late 1990s, the library has tended to produce and distribute much of its work electronically, but members generate an enormous amount of preparatory and referencing work, as indicated in the Parliamentary Services annual reports. On the floor below, the old Strangers’ Bar was once well patronised when the Parliament was sitting and was popular with journalists, backbenchers, ministerial staffers and the occasional academic. More recently, however, the Strangers’ Bar has been closed and refurbished into a coffee/bar lounge. For a while it was called the ‘Bellevue’ in memory of the famous nineteenth-century hotel that sat opposite the Parliament and which was demolished by the Bjelke-Petersen government in 1979, but it has reverted back to its old title.

Parliament and its operations

To constitute a new parliament, the Governor formally initiates the electoral process enabling the people to elect representatives. The Governor, acting for the Sovereign, issues a writ (or letter of summons) for all electoral districts. After the issuing of the writ, a minimum of 26 days (and maximum of 54 days) to polling day is provided—although the real ‘election campaign’ may be either longer or shorter than this period. After the election, the results are tallied, confirmed and the representatives declared, and the writ is then returned.
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Parliament is summoned to meet by the Governor issuing a commission and, in consultation with the party holding the majority of seats or commanding the majority support, the Governor announces a date for the new Parliament to assemble. The Governor’s proclamation conventionally sets the date for the new Parliament to be convened about one month hence, with all parliamentarians conventionally assembling on a Tuesday at 11am to take their oath of allegiance (or affirmation) and elect a speaker. The Clerk of Parliament informs members of the summons to attend the new Parliament.

The Governor’s commission empowered three commissioners, all of whom were usually (or about to become) senior ministers, each sworn in by the Governor, to conduct the procedures necessary to inaugurate the new Parliament. Technically, only the Crown can assemble the Parliament, although the British Parliament has in exceptional circumstances assembled itself on its own authority. After the Clerk announces the proclamation summoning parliament and lists the members returned at the election, the three commissioners swear in the other members of the Assembly individually. The Constitution of Queensland Act 2001 provides for either an oath of allegiance or an affirmation to be made to the Sovereign, and an oath of office before each member signs the Roll of Members. Members must swear or affirm the following oath of allegiance or affirmation:

I...[full name] do sincerely promise and swear (or, for an affirmation—do sincerely promise and affirm) that I will be faithful and bear true Allegiance to Her (or His) Majesty...[name of Sovereign] as lawful Sovereign of Australia, and to Her (or His) heirs and successors, according to law; and I will well and truly serve the people of Queensland and faithfully perform the duties and responsibilities of a member of the Legislative Assembly to the best of my ability and according to law. So help me God! (or omitted for an affirmation).

As the original preamble to the oath assumed all members were male (‘No Member to sit or vote until he has taken the following oath of allegiance’), the Electoral and Administrative Review Commission (EARC) recommended in its 1993 review of the Queensland Constitution that this clause be revised into non-gender-specific language while simplifying provision for either oaths or affirmations. Since 1994, the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly has been granted the power to swear in the Members of Parliament. This change was made in order to place a little symbolic distance between the Parliament and the executive. New members taking an oath through ministers of the Crown certainly reinforced the notion that the Parliament and the executive were closely melded in Queensland.

The first official duty of the duly sworn-in representatives is to elect a speaker to act as the ‘spokesperson’ and preside over the business of the House. The
selection of the Speaker can be a political and tortuous process, particularly if there is some dissension among the parliamentary majority about who should fill the office. The vote for the Speaker is taken on party lines—often with the vote ‘whipped’ (that is, a disciplined party vote). Generally, the government side will meet beforehand and preselect a candidate hoping that only a single nomination is made and accepted. If this happens, the successful member ‘nominated will be called to the Chair’ of the House (Standing Rules, no. 39). It is not uncommon for the opposition or minor parties to nominate a non-government member, but typically these candidates lose to the government’s numbers. On rare occasions, rival candidates both from the government side have vied for office, each hoping to be elected by combining their own support base with opposition support. For example, in 1972, two Country Party members stood for the speakership, one preferred by the Premier and most of the party room, and the other with support from some backbench dissidents. They split the governing party’s vote and the government’s preferred nomination was not successful. The vote for the Speaker is not by a show of hands in the Chamber but each member has a personal vote that they make to the Clerk. One of the problems with this process was that the election conducted by the Clerk took place at the front ‘table’, which meant that it was not entirely a secret ballot because votes could readily be seen by other members or by visitors and the local press in the galleries above the table. Within the present-day culture of party discipline, members could feel constrained to vote for an endorsed candidate when votes are required, rather than according to their own assessments of the best interests of the Parliament as an institution. Put differently, the government may use its numbers to elect an accommodating party worthy in place of an independent and vigorous candidate.

The Clerk of the Parliament attempted to chair the Assembly during the period when a speaker was being appointed. As chair, the Clerk was not in control of the House but could only point to the next member to speak (who could speak for as long as he or she wished). Until the Standing Orders were altered in October 1989, few procedures constrained the debate pending the election of the Speaker; this led to meandering polemics, frequent character assassinations of people inside and outside the House, occasional verbal abuse and much bellyaching. The independent MP Tom Aikens frequently used these intervals to attack the judiciary, police, doctors, academics and anyone else who came to mind. In later years, the rules governing the debating time for members before a speaker is elected have been tightened, requiring that debate ‘shall be relevant’. Once chosen, and after being ‘dragged’ to the chair by other members, the Speaker-elect is presented to the Governor at Government House, traditionally by the three commissioners (and later by senior ministers) and any other members wishing to accompany the delegation.
The ceremonial opening of each session of parliament begins with the Governor’s speech, given in person in the Legislative Council chamber (see Chapter 5 for further details of the content of these opening speeches). Because the Sovereign (or their local representative) traditionally does not enter the lower house, a written copy of the speech is provided to the Speaker of the Assembly, ostensibly ‘for greater accuracy’. The speech, written largely by the government, traditionally lasts for 45 minutes to one hour and includes a record of state progress, a survey of recent projects and undertakings, budgetary losses or surpluses, statistical information concerning growth and government activity and an incomplete list of the government’s proposed legislative program for the new session. The proposed list of legislation may indicate what the government intends to introduce or indicate its chosen ‘highlights’. Often important pieces of legislation were not mentioned, perhaps because the government preferred not to disclose its intentions early, or possibly it had not finalised the legislative provisions or in some cases, it had not yet even conceived of the need for new legislation. On policy content, the speech can record the minutia of operational decisions (such as cactus-clearing projects in Collinsville, irrigation channels at Mareeba, a bitumen road to Mossman or a new maternity hospital for Kingaroy). Mostly, the Governor’s speech provided the government with a propaganda opportunity, and considerable state-wide or local ‘boosterism’ was usually injected for popular consumption. Each year certain phrases tended to make regular appearances, such as ‘has never been surpassed’, ‘rarely ever equalled’, ‘the first ever’, ‘pleased to report’ and ‘debt of gratitude’. The opening of the third session of the thirty-eighth Parliament in August 1968 reached new heights of self-congratulation when the Governor ventured that

> those who know our history well cannot but be overwhelmed with admiration for the magnificent people in all walks of life who have gone before us to establish this State, to nurture and advance its people, to secure its democratic traditions and practices, and protect it at all times...So, as Honourable Members take their seats in this chamber for another century of responsible parliamentary endeavour in the interests of Queenslanders, they have sure, firm foundations upon which to build and can set a ceiling height of their own selection. (QPD 1968:vol. 249, p. 2)

After the Governor’s speech, the sitting is adjourned to the next day and the members enjoy a ceremonial garden party with the Governor. The next day, the House proceeds with any necessary housekeeping such as the appointment of temporary chairmen, ministerial statements or changes to the ministry, information to the House concerning other parliamentary positions on both sides, such as the whips and deputy whips, party secretaries and the Leader of the Opposition and any papers to be tabled or ordered to be printed. Any
motions of condolence for deceased members are carried and reported in the proceedings. The debate on the Address in Reply (from the Assembly as a whole back to the Governor) then begins, with two incoming government members initiating debate usually reciting more propaganda and approbation for the government. The opposition then has the opportunity to respond through the Leader of the Opposition and other senior opposition members. They tend to focus on the performance of the government as a whole, on individual ministers and on contentious or badly managed issues. The Address-in-Reply debate lasts for between seven and 10 full sitting days unless the Parliament decides otherwise, and it provides opportunities for new members to make their maiden speeches.

A typical day in the Parliament begins with prayers, notification of any assent to bills, followed by any petitions and the tabling of any government papers or annual reports (including announcing any deemed to be tabled during a recess of the Parliament). These are essentially housekeeping matters. Ministers then have the opportunity to make statements on any topic relating to their portfolio likely to be of interest to the Parliament, and these often relate to continuing business or specific questions or matters of public concern. Ministers have tended to use ministerial statements to announce policy decisions but avoid debate, as there is often no immediate reply granted to the opposition (there can be if the minister moves ‘that the House takes note of this statement’).

The main interest of the day for the media and those attending the public gallery usually centres on question time, when any member (alternating between opposition and government) can ask ministers questions. Historically, two types of questions have been permitted: first, questions upon notice (for which, decades ago, members had to provide written questions to the Speaker before the sitting day and the Speaker would grant those considered appropriate). These questions upon notice generally provided some advanced warning to the government to allow ministers sufficient time to prepare their responses (most being answered on the next sitting day). Indeed, opposition members sometimes complained that questions they had listed to ask appeared in the press answered by the government before they were asked in the Chamber (see QPD 1970:vol. 254, p. 78). Some ministers also insisted through to the early 1970s that questions conventionally had to be ‘on notice’ and written and presented to them before they would deign to answer them from the floor of the Chamber. Questions without notice (to the Speaker) occurred very rarely in the late 1950s and there still appeared to be a practice of providing the minister concerned with the written question beforehand. Questions without notice were permitted from August 1970 under the sessional orders of each parliament and authorised more regularly from 1983 under the parliamentary Standing Orders. During the period of this history, however, questions without notice were still quite rare as the
government and speaker continued to insist that intended questions be written down and presented to the Speaker beforehand. In more recent times, questions without notice may be asked from the floor of the Assembly by catching the eye of the Speaker, although certain protocols and an approximate order are still observed. These questions are asked without prior warning of the topic to the relevant minister—a tradition observed in practice only by the opposition members. Government members also may ask questions but these tend to be rehearsed ‘Dorothy Dixers’ usually prepared by a team of political advisers and shown to the ministry beforehand. Such lame questions typically seek ‘good news’ responses from selected ministers and, some would argue, tend to be a discreditable waste of the Parliament’s precious time. Members were, however, permitted only two questions on any sitting day. These could be supplemented with written questions on notice—to be answered by ministers and their staff within 30 days. Members may also ask questions of any other member (who is not a minister) provided the question relates to a bill, a motion or a member’s specific responsibility for a ‘public matter connected with the business of the House’.

Question time lasts no more than one hour and on specific days must finish by noon (for example, when matters of public interest are being discussed or the Address in Reply is debated). This is followed by the formal ‘Orders of the Day’, which consist of government business (proposed bills or other matters of interest to the government). Members may also propose a matter of public importance by writing to the Speaker (but not less than one hour before the House meets on sitting days), who, if sufficient cause is given, can allow the House’s order of business to be delayed while the matter is discussed. There is a time limit on such matters of public importance and ministers (usually the Leader of the House as the leader of government business) may gag such matters at any time by moving ‘[t]hat the House do pass to the next business’ (Standing Rules and Orders, 1995, no. 137).

Opportunities for questioning government ministers, airing grievances and debating issues of public importance are significant components of the Parliament’s role in the political system. It can appear to an observer that a grievance debate or question time is bluff and banter, but the right to challenge the government, criticise, propose alternatives and raise concerns is a fundamental right in parliamentary systems. To guarantee debate and the exchange of views, the quorum or minimum number of members required to be in the Chamber at any time is only 16—a figure unchanged since the nineteenth century, although the EARC recommended in 1993 that this be increased to 23 (a recommendation not as yet implemented).

The legislative process is one of parliament’s operational functions. Legislation is introduced (almost exclusively by government ministers) after being drafted
by the Parliamentary Counsel in consultation with the relevant department. Parliament considers the bill according to conventional practice, which subdivides consideration into a number of discrete stages or ‘readings’. Although called ‘readings’, the bills are no longer read out in full to the Parliament but written copies are provided for the perusal of members. Usually the bills were presented to members before the debate began, but occasionally not (for example, the 1965 *Thiess Peabody Mitsui Coal Pty Ltd Agreements Act* was presented to the Parliament before it was even printed, let alone circulated to members, and the *Aurukun Associates Agreement Bill 1975* was initiated six days before the opposition was allowed to see the text; see *Courier-Mail*, 14 April 1976). Sometimes allegations were made by opposition critics that the press had access to bills well before they as parliamentarians did.

The minister responsible for the legislation usually introduces the bill. During most of the period of this history (before 1980), the Parliament would engage in a ‘first reading debate’ at which the government would justify the need for the bill and defend its clauses, but the opposition would have no time to digest the bill or prepare its case (the Leader of the Opposition would often initiate a reply). The old first reading debate was often regarded as a pointless exercise. In 1973, the governmental parties proposed to eliminate the first reading debate but this did not get through the Standing Orders Committee. Since 1980, the first reading has consisted of the title of the bill being introduced by a motion from the relevant minister, who would then proceed directly to the ‘second reading’, which outlined the rationale for the legislation. At this stage, the debate would be adjourned and no immediate debate would follow. The debate on the bill would be resumed some days later after the opposition (and government members) had had time to read and think about the bill’s content. Hence, the main debate on the bill now takes place in the second reading stage when not only does the minister present the government’s reasons for introducing the measure, he or she outlines the principles and purposes of the key provisions. At this stage, the Parliament then debates the merits of the proposed legislation and the opposition has the opportunity to criticise the principles of the bill. Throughout the period covered in this history, members discussed the legislation as a ‘Committee of the Whole’ (that is, without the Speaker in the chair and with all members present rather than a specialised committee process). In ‘committee’, members could propose changes to the details of a bill and debate the bill clause by clause. The opposition (and any other member, government or independent) then had an opportunity to comment on the bill (but often at short notice since usually they were given the bill only a matter of days before it was discussed). At the second reading stage, members then could endorse, criticise or propose amendments to the provisions. The relevant minister would then provide responses and answer
questions (accepting or rejecting any amendments). The final ‘third reading’ was usually only perfunctory but provided the last opportunity for the Parliament to reject the bill (which was unlikely if it had passed the second reading).

If passed (with whatever amendments were agreed to, including any the government might move), the legislation then proceeded to the stage of royal assent (authorisation by the Crown—usually the Governor, except in rare cases when bills were reserved for the signature of the Sovereign). Since 1986 and the *Australia Act*, bills are rarely reserved for assent by the Monarch but are instead assented to by the Governor. After receiving assent, an act will generally be proclaimed on a date fixed by the legislation and announced in the *Government Gazette*. With sufficient urgency and the use of guillotine tactics (cutting short debate by closure motions), legislation can be passed through all three stages in one day.

Another of the Parliament’s main functions is to appropriate expenditure and authorise proposed budgetary expenditure required by the government for the year ahead. Appropriation bills are necessary to secure funds (taxes and charges) to enable the government to function. These now are aligned with the financial year (that is, they are presented and passed before the start of the budget year). Previously, supply bills were required to allow the government to function before its budget was passed. The Treasurer presents the annual budget documents and financial statements in the budget session of parliament (previously they were presented at the beginning of August but since 1994 this has usually been brought forward to May/June so as to be passed before the financial year starts). Budgets outline the government’s priorities shown in terms of planned expenditure and revenue projections for the year ahead. From the 1950s to 1993, budget estimates were scrutinised only by the Parliament acting as a Committee of the Whole (that is, not scrutinised by separate specialised estimates committees) and usually debating only the estimates from a few selected departments. Budget debates were thus historically very general and largely ineffectual. Since 1994, a system of estimates committees has been adopted, whereby the proposed expenditures of each portfolio are examined by one of seven committees in public hearings.

**Offices and positions of the Parliament**

**Governor**

The Sovereign as head of state, and represented by the Governor, constitutes a formal part of the Parliament. The Governor, however, usually takes part only in ceremonial parliamentary functions and in performing ceremonial duties in
giving the assent to legislation. The Governor nevertheless is a formal figure of authority. The role and duties of the Governor were inherited from Westminster conventions and in some cases codified in specific legislation. In the early days of Queensland’s history, the Governor was a powerful figure with significant decision-making powers and the capacity to make personal appointments (including even to the Legislative Council). Today, these substantive powers have passed almost entirely to the executive with the Governor maintaining a nominal but formal role. The Crown (rather than the people) still summons the Parliament to meet and dissolves the Parliament when necessary. The Governor commissions ministers (usually twice, first as portfolio ministers with areas of responsibility and second as members of the Executive Council) and may dismiss them or replace them subject to advice, election results or the confidence of the House. Governors may, under extreme circumstances, exercise reserve or original powers and dismiss ministers without advice (for instance, if a premier or minister is corrupt or acting illegally).

The Governor is a member of the Executive Council—formally a council of senior ministers advising the Crown in relation to executive decisions but subject and accountable to the Parliament (that is, the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty is supreme rather than crown sovereignty based on the divine right of kings). Governors are, however, typically not part of the deliberative or decision-making process of the executive. They serve as both a final stage of approval and a formal authorisation of decisions. Conventionally, the Governor takes the advice of the Chief Minister (Premier) and the Executive Council, but may take advice from others (for example, the Chief Justice or opposition members). The powers of the Governor were clarified and entrenched in the Constitution Act Amendment Act 1977, in which it was provided that the Governor was not subject to the direction of any one source (for example, a premier) and was not limited in terms of sources of advice but may consult whomsoever he or she wished.

Government ministers are ministers of the Crown and act under the authority or in the name of the Governor, but generally the Governor is neither involved nor informed unless final consent is formally required—even with legislative powers delegated to the Governor-in-Council. Such conventions do not prevent the Governor being more actively involved—asking questions, seeking advice or requesting to be informed by ministers or other officers. The danger in the Governor being more activist is that the office of Governor may tend to become more political, whereas conventions of constitutional monarchy hold that the representative of the Crown should remain above political matters and any close involvement in specific decisions (hence the Crown cannot be blamed for decisions or actions but ministers and governments can). In recent years, some
governors have requested regular briefings from ministers about government policy and intentions and these have been provided even though such behaviour could establish new conventions.

Over the period of this history, the office of the Governor has been enmeshed in five evolving points of controversy: whether appointees should be British or local; whether male or female; what powers they should exercise; whether they should speak out; and whether the position should remain imperial, become republican or be abolished altogether. In the 1950s and early 1960s, the issue of whether governors should be British or Australian attracted debate, with the opposition Labor Party advocating strongly that only Australians should be appointed. Opposition Leader Jack Duggan’s Address-in-Reply speech (QPD 1962:vol. 233, p. 73) congratulated the British-born Governor, Sir Henry Abel Smith, on his reappointment to a further four-year term but noted that if British appointees were to be asked to be state governors then a ‘reciprocal arrangement’ should be devised so that Australians could be appointed to other parts of the realm. Since Abel Smith’s term ended in 1966, all subsequent Queensland governors/administrators (Sir Alan Mansfield, Air Marshal Sir Colin Hannah, Commodore Sir James Ramsay and Sir Walter Campbell) have been born in Australia—until Leneen Forde, who was Canadian by birth, but related by marriage to Frank Forde, a former Australian Prime Minister. Her successor, Major-General Peter Arnison AC, was also Australian born. Second, the gender of the Governor increasingly became an issue—especially in the 1980s—culminating in the appointment of the first woman Governor, Leneen Forde AC, in 1992. Forde was not only the first woman to hold the job, she was the first non-imperial titled Governor since 1877. The Beattie government appointed a second woman, Queensland-born Quentin Bryce AC, to the position in 2003, after initially suggesting the government would hold a democratic election for the Governor’s position. The third successive female Governor, Penelope Wensley AO, also a Queenslander by birth, was appointed in 2008.

Third, the question of whether governors should speak out or make partisan statements became an issue after Sir Colin Hannah (a Bjelke-Petersen appointment) made statements critical of the federal Whitlam government in the mid-1970s (see Chapter 10). His comments were perceived as breaching conventions requiring the Governor to refrain from political comment. Although the government moved to reappoint the Governor to a further term, the move was considered controversial.

Fourth, periodically the scope of the Governor’s reserve powers has come into question, usually in circumstances in which the Governor was faced with instability in the Parliament (for example, the Coalition crisis in 1983, the removal of Premier Bjelke-Petersen in 1987 and the close election or tied outcome of the Parliament in 1995–96). And fifth, increasing questions were
raised about whether the office of governor was in fact needed at the state level, or whether as part of the wider republican movement, state governors could be either replaced by some form of president (state or national, elected or appointed) or indeed abolished as a head of state and with the relevant duties given to the Speaker and possibly the Chief Justice.

Speaker

The Speaker is ranked the most senior Member of the House and performs three main functions (other more historical and normative accounts of the roles of parliamentary officers are included in Lack 1962). The Speaker acts as the spokesperson for the Parliament and represents parliament to the Governor or Queen (and other bodies). He or she serves as the presiding chair over the debates in the Legislative Assembly (enjoying a casting rather than deliberative vote on some matters). The Speaker is also effectively the ‘Minister of Parliament’ responsible for the Department of Parliament as a functioning public service agency and is assisted by a Deputy Speaker (also called ‘Chairman of Committees’), who takes the chair at the discretion of the Speaker (also temporary chairs from both sides of the Chamber are available as reserves). Each new parliament elects or re-elects a speaker who, once elected, is appointed to officiate at the summoning of the Parliament. Since 1978, the Parliamentary Mace has become the symbol of the Speaker’s authority from the Crown. The Queensland Parliament adopted the mace only recently, in 1978, and before that (as in most colonial parliaments), the Speaker’s warrant was the basis of authority and the Parliament’s privilege. Made in Birmingham, in the United Kingdom, the Queensland mace was presented to the Parliament by the ‘Government of Queensland’ whose name appears on the head of the mace across the base of the crown. According to the Premier at the time, Joh Bjelke-Petersen, this mace would now represent the authority of the Parliament and remind the Parliament of ‘the importance to democracy of a supreme Legislature to which the executive branch of government is fully responsible’ (QPD 1978: vol. 276, p. 3049). Today, the mace is carried before the Speaker by the Sergeant-at-Arms to open the Parliament and at the beginning of each sitting day. The mace sits in brackets on the centre table, representing the authority of the Speaker. If the Speaker deliberately removes or withdraws the mace for any reason (other than that the House has resolved itself into a ‘Committee of the Whole House’) then the Parliament is technically adjourned and no longer sitting.

Traditionally, the Speaker was charged with the full authority of the Parliament and with being impartial in relation to the debates and proceedings. As in other Australian jurisdictions (and unlike Britain), however, in Queensland, the Speaker does not resign from his/her political party and does not refrain from partisan politics outside the chair of the Chamber. Indeed, speakers may
vote on issues (including gag motions and adjournments) when votes are tied, and the Speaker as an ordinary member may vote on issues when the House is in its Committee of the Whole mode. Moreover, governing parties select their preferred candidate for the job and thus far since the advent of modern political parties no speaker has come from the opposition side. Candidates for speaker are often senior party identities who narrowly missed out on the ministry, rather than adherents committed to an independent Parliament. Parties and members often regard the Speakership as one of the spoils of office, with ministerial salary and perks and a much less onerous set of responsibilities than a ministerial appointment. This has meant that the job of speaker tended to be viewed as simply another ‘prize’ to be enjoyed by one of the government worthies, and often in the past by someone not likely to give offence to the Premier or ministry (see Coaldrake 1989:69). The dilemma in this situation is that the Speaker may have little real independence from the party or government and may find in the House that their authority can be undermined or questioned by strong premiers or others of the executive. Any member can challenge a speaker’s ruling by appealing to the House, although in practice it is mostly the opposition that resorts to this. Governments usually support the Speaker’s ruling as a matter of course, but if a number of Speaker’s rulings were overturned by votes of the House this could indicate a loss of confidence in the presiding incumbent. Some speakers—most notably Jim Houghton (1974–79)—attempted to reinvigorate the role of the State Parliament, but others have presided over its enervation or were blissfully ignorant of their responsibilities in office. Selwyn Muller, Speaker from 1979 to 1983, once ventured that in his opinion, the Speaker’s role was ‘to apply the wishes of the government he represents’ (Charlton 1983:90; Coaldrake 1989:70).

The equivalent position to the Speaker in the upper house, the President of the Legislative Council, was abolished in 1922, as was the Clerk of the Legislative Council and Usher of the Black Rod. The Usher of the Black Rod was drawn from Westminster traditions where the position was a personal appointment of the Crown whose job was to act as a messenger and escort the Monarch when visiting the Parliament—including knocking on the door of the lower chamber to summon representatives. Queensland’s black rod, unused since 1922, is preserved in a glass case in the foyer between the two chambers, but has no formal use.

**Leader of the House**

On the government side, the Leader of the House is responsible for the order, organisation and arrangement of government business through the House. Any changes to the program of business on sitting days or the daily order of business are in the hands of the government’s leader, who is by convention a senior
minister and often an astute tactician (although non-ministers have occupied this position). The position of Leader of the House was established in the mid-1970s during the Bjelke-Petersen era, because the Premier preferred to entrust the business of the House to a senior minister rather than to the whips as had occurred previously (Reynolds 1997). More recently, the House leader is also the chair of the Parliamentary Business and Legislative Committee of cabinet, which decides the order and priority of government legislation (and may discuss tactics for presentation). The smooth passage of the government’s business through the Parliament is the responsibility of the Leader of the House (and not the Speaker). The Government Whip and Deputy Whip assist the Leader of the House with tactics, agendas and the listing of speakers for topics. Whips also have the responsibility of ensuring members are in the House for divisions and votes, ensuring that sufficient members from their side are in the Chamber for debates and, in the case of the government, maintaining a quorum. Whips also serve as the ‘number-crunchers’ within the party room or caucus and act as ‘sensors’ of backbench feeling towards the party leadership (and frontbench).

Parliamentary opposition

The Loyal Opposition has both formal and potential parliamentary roles. It is there to scrutinise government performance and hold the government accountable for its actions or inactions. It is expected to ensure that government members, and especially ministers, are held to account and act with honesty and integrity. The extent to which the opposition has the potential to fulfil its expected scrutiny role is, however, often limited because it might not be able to make much headway against the government numbers in the House. The other role for the Loyal Opposition is in preparing itself for government—as an alternative ministry. It should use the time in opposition ‘schooling itself for the responsibility of office when its turn comes to carry on the Queen’s government’ (Queensland Treasury 1982:21). Shadow ministers are expected to familiarise themselves with portfolio areas, shadowing government ministers and providing alternative options or policies.

Parliamentary committees

Parliamentary committees have not been significant during most of the Queensland Parliament’s history—certainly not throughout the period surveyed in this book. Indeed, the government was frequently criticised for not adopting more elaborate committee processes for scrutinising areas of expenditure (statutory committees such as public accounts or public works) or specific topics (select committees). The main parliamentary committees during the 1950s to 1980s were ‘house committees’, looking after member facilities
and the Parliament as an institution, such as: the Standing Orders Committee, Library Committee, Refreshment Rooms Committee, Parliamentary Buildings Committee and Printing Committee. These committees did not examine wider spheres of government administration nor did they undertake an onerous internal workload; the Standing Orders Committee, although appointed for each parliament, did not in fact meet between 1962 and 1982 (Coaldrake 1989:59). A standing committee to consider subordinate legislation was established in the mid-1970s. Only at the end of the period did statutory parliamentary committees make an appearance (in particular, after Bjelke-Petersen was ousted as premier), and only after an earlier bitter struggle within the Coalition about the lack of parliamentary accountability.

A few select committees (established for a particular purpose but usually lapsing at the end of the parliamentary session) were important during the period of this history. For instance, in 1974, a Select Committee on Punishment of Crimes of Violence in Queensland was established and in 1978 a Select Committee on Education in Queensland was active for a couple of years in reviewing provision and researching curriculum issues.

The Clerk of the Parliament

The Clerk of Parliament is the most senior permanent appointee of the Parliament and head of the parliamentary staff. The Clerk is, in effect, the chief executive officer of the organisation. The Clerk serves as the manager of the Parliament subject to the Speaker and to the relevant acts governing parliament (and for a short time was also subject to the Parliamentary Services Commission—a tripartite committee charged with overseeing the Parliament in existence between 1988 and 1995; see Moroney 1998). The Clerk’s principal duties are to provide advice and guidance on parliamentary matters to the Speaker, the Chair of Committees, the Leader of the House, ministers, the opposition frontbench and other members. The Clerk is the custodian of all documents produced by or tabled in the Parliament and is responsible for certifying the accuracy and authenticity of bills. As the chief executive of the Parliament, the Clerk is in charge of all parliamentary and administrative staff and is the accountable officer for all expenditure. While parliament is sitting, the specific responsibilities of the Clerk are to facilitate the procedural operations of parliament as a deliberative institution: performing functions in relation to standard operating procedures, the observance of Standing Orders, ensuring that the proceedings of parliament are recorded, issuing agendas of daily business as decided by the Leader of the House and authorising the minutes of proceedings. Although two officials sat at the table (the Clerk and another official), in 1992, a Deputy Clerk position was formally created to assist the Clerk with these functions. The deputy sat with the Clerk at the table in the Assembly and was also able to provide advice
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to members. In 1996, the Deputy Clerk’s position was abolished as part of a ‘restructuring’ but was re-established in 1999 (this post was sometimes called the Clerk Assistant or the Deputy Clerk Assistant). The Sergeant-at-Arms is responsible for carrying the mace to and from the table each day the Parliament is in session, although in practice this position was sometimes merged with that of the Clerk Assistant (between 1922 and 1978), and Deputy Clerk Assistant (from 1981 to 1992).

Other parliamentary officers

_Hansard_ reporters record all proceedings of the Parliament and produce the _Queensland Parliamentary Debates (QPD or Hansard)_ , a transcript of the debates, speeches and questions. _Hansard_ is a record of what is said in the Assembly and a specialist stenographic staff transcribes and prepares each volume of debates. The _Votes and Proceedings of Parliament_ once constituted the official record of the Parliament and a record of what was done in the Parliament. The _Votes and Proceedings_ were produced and authorised by the Clerk and the Speaker. Since 2007, the _Hansard_ and _Votes and Proceedings_ have been merged into one record called the _Record of Proceedings_ , which is now a complete record of the business of the Parliament.

The Parliamentary Librarian manages the Parliamentary Library and services the information needs of members. The librarian has to ensure that requests can be handled expeditiously and that the library collection is adequate. A diverse group of other officers form the complement of the Parliament as a working institution, including: the table officers, protocol staff, education officers, property services and catering staff, information services providers, security officers, gardeners and parliamentary attendants, and corporate service personnel from finance to human resource management. The Parliament also relies on a series of other specialised officers based in the executive, such as the Parliamentary Counsel responsible for drafting and advising on the precise form of legislation coming before the Chamber.

In conclusion, the Queensland Parliament might seem an unorthodox institution, with pedantic and at times archaic rules, proceedings and practices. At one level, it is. It should be remembered, however, that the Parliament is a political institution of the people’s representatives, who come together to fulfil a number of roles and functions: the adherence to its constitutional responsibilities, the expression of democracy and the representation of the electorate, the formulation of a government (and usually an alternative government), the extent of ‘confidence’ in that government, the scrutiny and authorisation of legislation, the legal appropriation of expenditures and relevant taxation, the questioning of ministers (and occasionally other members), the debating of grievances and
matters of public importance, the investigation of all manner of issues of public policy and on very rare occasions some judicial functions. The Parliament is part ceremonial and symbolic, part law-making and law amending.